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Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notions of Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebras
and contragredient hom-Lie superalgebras. We introduce the invariant bilinear forms
on a Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra and we prove that a consistent supersymmetric
α-invariant form on the local part can be extended uniquely to a bilinear form with the
same property on the whole Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra. Furthermore, we check
the condition in which hom-Lie superalgebra is simple.
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1. Introduction

The notion of hom-Lie algebras was introduced by J. T. Hartwig, D. Lars-
son and S. Silvestrov in [16] described the structures on certain deformations
of Witt algebras and Virasoro algebras, which are widely utilized in the theo-
retical physics; such as string theory, vertex models in conformal field theory,
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory [1, 10, 11, 12, 24]. The hom-Lie
algebras attract more and more attention. New structures on hom-Lie algebras
which have great importance and utility, have been defined and discussed by
mathematicians that we express them: The hom-Lie algebras were discussed
by D. Larsson and S. Silvestrov in [20, 21, 22]. The authors studied quadratic
hom-Lie algebras in [9]; representation theory, cohomology and homology the-
ory in [2, 27, 29]. In [19, 21, 23, 28], S. Silvestrov et al. introduced the general
quasi-Lie algebras and including as special cases the color hom-Lie algebras
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[5, 7, 8] and in particular hom-Lie superalgebras. Recently, different features of
hom-Lie superalgebras has been studied by authors in [3, 4, 6, 26, 30]. On the
other hand, we have the graded structure on Lie algebras which were discussed
by authors. The first basic example of graded Lie algebras was provided by
Nijenhuis and then by Frolicher and Nijenhuis in [14]. In [18], Kac introduced
some features of graded Lie algebras and then generalized it to Lie superalge-
bras in [17]. Now, we want to construct a special graded structure (Z-graded),
on hom-Lie superalgebras. In the first section of this paper, hom-Lie algebras,
hom-Lie superalgebras and some of their useful related definitions are presented.
In section two, we present the notion of Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebras, local
hom-Lie superalgebras and contragredient hom-Lie superalgebras. Morever we
prove that we can extended uniquely a consistent supersymmetric α-invariant
bilinear form on the local part to the whole Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra and
then we prove that if contragredient hom-Lie superalgebra g(A, τ, α) be finite
dimensional and Cartan matrix A have some properties, then there exists a
consistent supersymmetric α-invariant bilinear form (.,.) on the g(A, τ, α).

Throughout this paper we let K be an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic 0. All Z2-graded vector spaces are considered over K and linear maps
are K-linear maps. Each element in the hom-Lie superalgebra is supposed to be
homogeneous and degree of x is denoted by |x|, for all x ∈ g.

We recall the definition of hom-Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras from
[17, 27]. Also, we present notions of a hom-Lie superalgebra as a generalization
of a Lie superalgebra [26].

Definition 1.1 ([27]). A hom-Lie algebra is a triple (g, [., .], α), where g is a
vector space equipped with a skew-symmetric bilinear map [., .] : g × g → g and
a linear map α : g → g such that;

[α(x), [y, z]] + [α(y), [z, x]] + [α(z), [x, y]] = 0,

for all x, y, z in g.

� A hom-Lie algebra is called a multiplicative hom-Lie algebra, if α is an
algebraic morphism, i.e. for any x, y ∈ g,

α([x, y]) = [α(x), α(y)].

� We call a hom-Lie algebra regular, if α is an automorphism.

Definition 1.2 ([17]). A Lie superalgebra is a Z2-graded vector space g = g0̄ ⊕
g1̄, together with a graded Lie bracket [., .] : g× g → g of degree zero, i.e. [., .] is
a bilinear map with

[gi, gj ] ⊂ gi+j(mod2),

such that for homogeneous elements x, y, z ∈ g, the following identities hold:

� [x, y] = −(−1)|x||y|[y, x],
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� [x, [y, z]] = [[x, y], z] + (−1)|x||y|[y, [x, z]].

Now, analogous to the definition of hom-Lie algebras, a hom-Lie superalgebra
is defined in a way that makes it a generalization of a Lie superalgebra.

Definition 1.3 ([26]). A hom-Lie superalgebra is a triple (g, [., .], α) consisting
of a Z2-graded vector space g = g0̄ ⊕ g1̄, an even linear map (bracket) [., .] :
g × g → g and an even homomorphism α : g → g satisfying the following
supersymmetry and hom-Jacobi identity, i.e.

� [x, y] = −(−1)|x||y|[y, x],

� (−1)|x||z|[α(x), [y, z]] + (−1)|y||x|[α(y), [z, x]] + (−1)|z||y|[α(z), [x, y]] = 0,
where x, y and z are homogeneous elements in g.

� A hom-Lie superalgebra is called multiplicative hom-Lie superalgebra, if α
is an algebraic morphism, i.e. for any x, y ∈ g we have

α([x, y]) = [α(x), α(y)].

� A hom-Lie superalgebra is called regular hom-Lie superalgebra, if α is an
algebraic automorphism.

Remark 1.4 ([3]). Setting α = id in Definition 1.3 we obtain the definition
of a Lie superalgebra. Hence hom-Lie superalgebras include Lie superalgebras
as a subcategory, thereby motivating the name ”hom-Lie superalgebras” as a
deformation of Lie superalgebras by an endomorphism.

Example 1.5 ([3]). (Affine hom-Lie superalgebra) Let V = V0 ⊕ V1 be a 3-
dimensional superspace where V0 is generated by e1, e2 and V1 is generated by
e3. The triple (V, [., .], α) is a hom-Lie superalgebra defined by [e1, e2] = e1,
[e1, e3] = [e2, e3] = [e3, 33] = 0 and α is any homomorphism.

Let (g, [., .], α) and (g′, [., .]′, β) be two hom-Lie superalgebras. An even ho-
momorphism ϕ : g → g′ is said to be a homomorphism of hom-Lie superalgebras,
if

ϕ[u, v] = [ϕ(u), ϕ(v))]′,
ϕoα = βoϕ.
The hom-Lie superalgebras (g, [., .], α) and (g′, [., .]′, β) are isomorphic, if

there is a hom-Lie superalgebra homomorphism ϕ : g → g′ such that ϕ be
bijective [26].

A sub-vector space I ⊆ g is a hom-subalgebra of (g, [., .], α), if α(I) ⊆ I and
I is closed under the bracket operation [., .], i.e. [I, I] ⊆ I. Also, hom-subalgebra
I is called a hom-ideal of g, if [I, g] ⊆ I. Moreover, if [I, I] = 0, then I is Abelian
[15].

Definition 1.6 ([25]). The center of a hom-Lie superalgebra g, denoted by Z(g),
is the set of elements x ∈ g satisfying [x, g] = 0.
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Remark 1.7. When α : g → g is a surjective endomorphism, then one can easily
check that (Z(g), α) is an Abelian hom-Lie superalgebra and an hom-ideal of
(g, [., .], α).

Lemma 1.8. The quotient g/[g, g] is an Abelian hom-Lie superalgebra. More-
over, [g, g] is the smallest hom-ideal with this property: if g/I is Abelian for
some hom-ideal I ⊂ g, then [g, g] ⊂ I.

Proof. The proof is straightforward.

We are going to need the following definition throughout the rest of the
paper.

Definition 1.9 ([4]). A representation of the hom-Lie superalgebra (g, [., .], α)
on a Z2-graded vector space V = V0̄ ⊕ V1̄ with respect to β ∈ gl(V )0̄ is an even
linear map ρ : g → gl(V ), such that for all x, y ∈ g, the following equalities are
satisfied:

ρ(α(x))oβ = βoρ(x);

ρ([x, y])oβ = ρ(α(x))oρ(y)− (−1)|x||y|ρ(α(y))oρ(x).

A representation V of g is called irreducible or simple, if it has no nontrivial
subrepresentations. Otherwise V is called reducible.

Let (g, [., .], α) be a multiplicative hom-Lie superalgebra. We consider g as
a representation on itself via the bracket and with respect to the morphism α.

Example 1.10 ([4]). The αs-adjoint representation of the hom-Lie superalgebra
(g, [., .], α), which we denote by ads, is defined by

ads(a)(x) = [αs(a), x], for all a, x ∈ g.

2. Local and contragredient hom-Lie superalgebras

In [17], Kac introduced the notion of a Z-graded Lie superalgebra and in this
section we introduce concept of a Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra and state some
results about it.

Definition 2.1. Let g be a hom-Lie superalgebra. It is called a Z-graded
hom-Lie superalgebra if it is decomposision of itself into a direct sum of finite-
demensional Z2-graded subspaces g =

⊕
i∈Z gi, for which [gi, gj ] ⊆ gi+j.

A Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra is said to be consistent, if g0̄ =
⊕

i∈Z g2i
and g1̄ =

⊕
i∈Z g2i+1.

Remark 2.2. One can see that if g is a Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra, then g0
is a hom-Lie subalgebra and [g0, gj ] ⊆ gj ; therefore the restriction of the adjoint
representation to g0 induces linear representation of it on the subspaces gj .
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Definition 2.3. A Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g is called simple, if it does
not have any nontrivial graded hom-ideal and [g, g] ̸= {0}.

Remark 2.4. From Definition 2.3, one can consider the followings:

� A left or right graded hom-ideal of g is automatically a two sided hom-
ideal.

� The condition [g, g] ̸= {0} serves to eliminate the zero-dimensional and
two one-dimensional hom-Lie superalgebras. It follows that [g, g] = g.

Now, we consider an important notion of hom-Lie superalgebra.

Definition 2.5. Let ĝ be a Z2-graded space, decomposed into a direct sum of
Z2-graded subspaces, ĝ = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1. Suppose that whenever |i + j| ≤ 1, a
bilinear operation is defined gi × gj → gi+j, such that ((x, y) 7→ [x, y]), satis-
fying the axiom of anticommutativity and the hom-Jacobi identity for hom-Lie
superalgebras, each time the three terms of the identity are defined. Then ĝ is
called a local hom-Lie superalgebra.

From the above definition we have the following remark.

Remark 2.6. For a Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g =
⊕

gi, there corre-
sponds a local hom-Lie superalgebra g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1, which we call the local part
of g.

Homomorphisms, transivity and bitransivity, for a local hom-Lie superal-
gebra are defined as for a Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra. In this section we
consider only Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebras g =

⊕
gi in which the subspace

g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1 generates g.

Definition 2.7. Let ĝ = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1 be a local hom-Lie superalgebra.

� A Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g =
⊕

gi with local part ĝ is said to be
maximal (gmax(ĝ)) if for any other Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g′, an
isomorphism of the local part ĝ and ĝ′ extends to an epimorphism of g
onto g′.

� A Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g =
⊕

gi with local part ĝ is said to be
minimal (gmin(ĝ)) if for any other Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g′, an
isomorphism of the local part ĝ and ĝ′ extends to an epimorphism of g′

onto g.

Theorem 2.8 ([13]). Let ĝ = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1 be a multiplicative local hom-Lie
superalgebra such that α2 = α. Then there exists a maximal and a minimal
Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra whose local parts are isomorphic to ĝ.

Corollary 2.9. Let ĝ = g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1 be a local hom-Lie superalgebra.
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i. Any Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra whose local part is isomorphic to ĝ, is
a quotient of maximal Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra gmax(ĝ).

ii. Minimal Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra gmin(ĝ) is a quotient of any Z-
graded hom-Lie superalgebra whose local part is isomorphic to ĝ.

iii. gmax(ĝ) has a unique maximal graded hom-ideal Jmax such that

Jmax ∩ ĝ = {0} and gmax(ĝ)/Jmax = gmin(ĝ).

Proof. The proof is obvious by Theorem 2.8.

Proposition 2.10 ([13]). We have the following properties

i. A bitransitive Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra is minimal.

ii. A minimal Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra with bitransitive local part is
bitransitive.

iii. Two bitransitive Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra are isomorphic, if and
only if their local parts are isomorphic.

Definition 2.11 ([9]). Let (g, [., .], α) be a hom-Lie superalgebras. Let f be a
bilinear form on g.

The form f is said to be consistent, if

f(x, y) = 0 for all x ∈ g0, y ∈ g1;

f is said to be nondegenerate, if

g⊥ = {x ∈ g|f(x, y) = 0, for all y ∈ g};

f is said to be invariant, if

f([x, y], z) = f(x, [y, z]) for all x, y, z ∈ g;

f is said to be supersymmetric, if

f(x, y) = −(−1)|x||y|f(y, x) for all x, y, z ∈ g.

An invariant bilinear form f is said to be α-invariant, if

f(α(x), y) = f(x, α(y)) for all x, y, z ∈ g.

It is obvious that the kernel of an invariant form f on g (that is, the set of
x ∈ g for which f(x, g) = 0) is an hom-ideal in g.

Hence, we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.12. Let g be a simple hom-Lie superalgebra. Then every nonzero
invariant form on g is nondegenerate and any two invariant forms on g are
proportional.

Proposition 2.13. Let (., .) be a consistent supersymmetric α-invariant bilinear
form on the local part of a Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g =

⊕
gi for which

(gi, gj) = 0, where i + j ̸= 0. If g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1 generates g, then the form can
be extended uniquely to a consistent supersymmetric α-invariant bilinear form
with the same property on the whole g.

Proof. Let (gi, gj) = 0, where i + j ̸= 0. We prove by induction on k such
that for x ∈ gi, y ∈ g−i, |i| ≤ k, we can define (x, y) so that the bilinear form
(., .) be α-invariant so long as all the elements in this equation lie in the space⊕k

i=−k gi. When k = 1, the assertion holds by hypothesis, since (., .) is defined
on g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1. For i > 0, let xi and yi be elements in gi and g−i respectively.
Suppose that

A = (−1)|s−k||s|(−1)|s−k||k|([[xk−s, xs], α(yk−s)], ys).

By the induction hypothesis we have the following equality (0 < s < k):

A = (−1)|s−k||s|(−1)|s−k||k|([[xk−s, xs], α(yk−s)], ys)

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|([α(xk−s), [xs, yk−s]], ys) + (−1)|k−s||s|([α(xs), [yk−s, xk−s]], ys)

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|([α(xk−s), [xs, yk−s]], ys)− (−1)|k−s||s|([[yk−s, xk−s], α(xs)], ys)

= −(−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|([[xs, yk−s], α(xk−s)], ys)

+ (−1)|k−s||s|(−1)|k−s||s−k|([[xk−s, yk−s], α(xs)], ys)

= −(−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|([xs, yk−s], [α(xk−s), ys])

+ (−1)|k−s||s|(−1)|k−s||k−s|([xk−s, yk−s], [α(xs), ys])

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|(−1)|k−s||s|([xs, yk−s], [ys, α(xk−s)])

+ (−1)|k−s||s|(−1)|k−s||k−s|([xk−s, yk−s], [xs, α(ys)])

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|(−1)|k−s||s|([xs, yk−s], [ys, α(xk−s)])

+ (−1)|k−s||s|(−1)|k−s||k−s|([xk−s, yk−s], [xs, α(ys)])

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|(−1)|k−s||s|(xs, [yk−s, [ys, α(xk−s)]])

− (−1)|k−s||s|(−1)|k−s||k−s|([xs, α(ys)], [xk−s, yk−s])

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|(−1)|k−s||s|(xs, [yk−s, [ys, α(xk−s)]])

− (−1)|k−s||s|(−1)|k−s||k−s|(xs, [α(ys), [xk−s, yk−s]]),

therefore, we have

(−1)|s−k||k|([[xk−s, xs],α(yk−s)], ys)

= (−1)|k−s||s−k|(−1)|k−s||2s−k|(xs, [yk−s, [ys, α(xk−s)]])

− (−1)|k−s||k−s|(xs, [α(ys), [xk−s, yk−s]],
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finally

([[xk−s, xs], α(yk−s)], ys) = (xs, [[α(yk−s), ys], xk−s]).

If we set

(α[xk−s, xs], [yk−s, ys]) = ([α[xk−s, xs], yk−s], ys) = ([[xk−s, xs], α(yk−s)], ys),

then this definition will be well-defined and the form will satisfy the induction
hypothesis.

Definition 2.14. Let A = (aij) be an (n×n)-matrix with elements from a field
K. Let τ be a subset of I = {1, 2, ..., n} that tells us which of the generators is
odd. Let g−1, g0 and g1 be vector spaces with bases {fi}, {hi} and {ei}, i ∈ I,
respectively. It is east to see that the following relations together with linear
map α such that is closed on gi determine the structure of a local hom-Lie
superalgebra ĝ(A, τ, α) on the spaces g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g1:

[ei, fj ] = δijhi, [hi, hj ] = 0,

[hi, ej ] = aijej , [hi, fj ] = −aijfj ,

deg(hi) = 0̄,

deg(ei) = deg(fi) = 0̄, i /∈ τ,

deg(ei) = deg(fi) = 1̄, i ∈ τ.

(1)

According to Theorem 2.8, there exists a minimal Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra
g(A, τ, α) with local part ĝ(A, τ, α). We call g(A, τ, α) contragredient hom-Lie
superalgebra, A its Cartan matrix and n its rank.

Remark 2.15. By setting α = id, we have contragredient Lie superalgebra,
also if setting τ = ∅, then we have contragredient Lie algebra.

Proposition 2.16. Let Z be center of Z-graded hom-Lie superalgebra g(A, τ, α).

i. Z consist of elements of the form
∑n

i=1 bihi, where
∑n

i=1 aijbi = 0.

ii. The factor g′(A, τ, α) = g(A,τ,α)
Z , with the induced gradation, is transitive.

Proof. i. By relations (1) we have

1. If γj ∈ g0, then

[

n∑
i=1

bihi, γj ] =

n∑
i=1

bi[hi, γj ] = 0.

2. If γj ∈ g−1, i.e, γj = fj , then

[

n∑
i=1

bihi, γj ] =

n∑
i=1

bi[hi, γj ] = −(

n∑
i=1

biaij)fj = −(

n∑
i=1

aijbi)fj = 0.
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3. If γj ∈ g1, i.e, γj = ej , then

[
n∑

i=1

bihi, γj ] =
n∑

i=1

bi[hi, γj ] = (
n∑

i=1

biaij)ej = (
n∑

i=1

aijbi)ej = 0.

ii. The proof is obvious by Proposition 2.10.

If c ∈ K and replacing hi by chi and fi by cfi, then the i − th row of A is
multiplied by c. Therefore, we can assume that aii is either 0 or 2, for any i.

If the matrix A can be obtained from the matrix Ã by multiplying any rows
by nonzero numbers and by renumbering the indices, then the matrix A and Ã
will be called equivalent. Contragredient hom-Lie superalgebras with equivalent
Cartan matrices are isomorphic.

If the Cartan matrix A can be decomposed, that is, it takes the block diag-
onal form under a suitable permutation of indices

A =

(
A1 0
0 A2

)
,

then g(A, τ, α) is direct sum of the contragredient hom-Lie superalgebras with
the Cartan matrices A1 and A2.

In this paper, in many cases we will need some assumptions for the matrix
A. For convenience we present them in one place:

(M1) aii = 2 for all i;

(M2) aij = 0 implies that aji = 0;

(M3) for any set of natural numbers i1, i2, ..., ik ∈ I, such that k ≤ n; we have

ai1i2ai2i3 ...aiki1 = ai2i1ai3i2 ...ai1ik ;

(M4) for any i, j ∈ I, there exist i1, i2, ...ik ∈ I for which

aii1ai1i2 ...aikj ̸= 0.

Proposition 2.17. Let g(A, τ, α) =
⊕m

i=−m gi be finite dimensional and Z be

its center. Then g′(A, τ, α) = g(A,τ,α)
Z is simple if and only if condition (M4) is

satisfied for the Cartan matrix A.

Proof. Let J be a nonzero hom-ideal of g′(A, τ, α) and g =
∑

i≥k gi be decom-
position of a nonzero element in J and k be the largest integer for all nonzero
elements in J . Then [gk, g1] = 0. By using definition of αs-adjoint representa-
tion, ⊕

i,j≥0

(ads(g−1))
i(ads(g0))

j(gk)
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is a nonzero hom-ideal of g′(A, τ, α). Thus k = m and g is a homogeneous ele-
ment in J and hom-ideal generated by gk is contained in J and is homogeneous.
Therefore J ∩ (g−1 ⊕ g1) ̸= 0. So, for some i ∈ I, ei or fi is in J . It would
be easily seen that condition (M4) implies that for all i ∈ I, ei, fi ∈ J . Thus
J = g′(A, τ, α). Therefore g′(A, τ, α) is simple. Conversly, let condition (M4)
is not satisfied for some i, j ∈ I. So it would be easily seen that hom-ideal
generated by ei does not contain ej ; therefore it is contradicted that g′(A, τ, α)
is simple.

Proposition 2.18. Let g(A, τ, α) is finite dimensional and Cartan matrix A
have properties (M2) and (M3). Then there exists a consistent supersymmetric
α-invariant bilinear form (.,.) on the g(A, τ, α).

Proof. Let (gi, gj) = 0, where i ̸= j. According to Proposition 2.13, it is
sufficient to define bilinear form (.,.) on the ĝ(A, τ, α) of g(A, τ, α). Let

(ei, fj) = 0, i ̸= j,

(e1, f1) = 1.
(2)

The form (., .) will be invariant on ĝ(A, τ, α) if ([ei, fi], hj) = (ei, [fi, hj ]) or from
1 (hi, hj) = (ei, ajifi) or

(3) (hi, hj) = aji(ei, fi).

Now, it is possible to define the form (., .) on ĝ(A, τ, α) with (M2), (M3), (2)
and (3).

The α-invariant bilinear form (., .) constructed in the Proposition 2.18 will
be called the canonical α-invariant bilinear form.

Using the above Proposition, the following corollary can be obtained.

Corollary 2.19. For any canonical α-invariant bilinear form with property
(M1), we have

aji =
2(hi, hj)

(hi, hi)
.

Proof. If we set i = j in (3), then (hi, hi) = aii(ei, fi). Since aii = 2, (hi, hi) =

2(ei, fi) ⇒ (ei, fi) =
(hi,hi)

2 . Therefore, aii =
(hi,hj)
(ei,fi)

=
2(hi,hj)
(hi,hi)

.
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